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Save-restore technique with a Protexis Licensing Service saving executable has been tested
and confirmed not to affect properly functionality of Corel product. But if you wish to continue
to use the save-restore technique to save the executable on hard drive, the following
limitations should be noticed: Save-restore with Protexis Licensing Service uses default values
for Corel-related configuration files. That means, you may be able to save those configuration
files that would not otherwise save properly if you saved without using the Protexis Licensing
Service. This issue is solved by simply selecting save options using a separate Save-Restore
utility to temporarily save the Corel-related configuration files before using save-restore
technique with Protexis Licensing Service. Save-restore with Protexis Licensing Service also
makes Corel-related uninstall.log files more suitable for determining if a certain Protexis-
related dlls are not properly uninstalled after Corel product is uninstalled. Performing a save-
restore technique with a Protexis Licensing Service saving executable has been tested and
confirmed not to affect functionality of the Corel product. But if you wish to continue to use the
save-restore technique to save the executable on hard drive, the following limitations should
be noticed: Save-restore with Protexis Licensing Service uses default values for Corel-related
configuration files. That means, you may be able to save those configuration files that would
not otherwise save properly if you saved without using the Protexis Licensing Service. This
issue is solved by simply selecting save options using a separate Save-Restore utility to
temporarily save the Corel-related configuration files before using save-restore technique with
Protexis Licensing Service. Save-restore with Protexis Licensing Service also makes Corel-
related uninstall.log files more suitable for determining if a certain Protexis-related dlls are not
properly uninstalled after Corel product is uninstalled.
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The latest version of Protexis Licensing Service is 1.0.1.16 which works fine for any Corel
products on Windows 64bit platform. Windows Vista now comes with a Software firewall. To
resolve an issue of Psikey.dll being affected by the firewall that came with Vista, in order to

make the Psikey.dll to run properly without being affected by the firewall, perform the
following workaround. Disable the Windows firewall, and start the Corel products. Before

disabling the firewall, you should note that Corel product depending on Psikey.dll may not be
able to run properly. You can always try the workaround provided to resolve the problem for
now, but when fully patched version of Protexis Licensing Service is available, you should try
to get the latest version of Protexis Licensing Service. If you are using a licensed version of

Corel Paint Shop Pro Software, you may get the Psikey.dll error during normal operation. We
may help you out by providing you the steps to do a Clean Reinstall for the software. A Clean
Reinstall is identical to a fresh install of the software. You just need to be careful to select the
right options when you choose to do a Clean Reinstall. Next, you may encounter the Psikey.dll
error message while using a licensed version of Corel Paint Shop Pro. Our Team can help you
do a Clean Reinstall for the software, and we will use the instructions provided below to guide

you through the process of a Clean Reinstall on your Windows computer. If you are still
experiencing the Psikey.dll error message for the software, then you are on your own. You

may contact the developer of the software or use another legitimate software program, such
as Corel Draw, that does not display the Psikey.dll error. You may try to re-install the software

by yourself, but you will still run into the Psikey.dll error message again. 5ec8ef588b
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